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Code Product Name Model

M-1500MP221485 1.5 inch Prism Screw Lock
M-1500GP221486 1.5 inch Prism Dual Lock

DMP-9/20219339 DM Pin Pole / 200mm x 4
DMP-9MINI032025 DM Pin Pole / 300mm x 5
PPS041021 Prism Pole Tripod
MPPS2217197 Mini Prism Pole Tripod
PR-C217358 Prism Cushion Case
SJ-M219296 Prism Protector for head
SJ-F221808 Prism Protector for body

Options

● DM Pin Pole

● Prism Pole Tripod

● Prism Cushion Case ● Prism Protector

DM Pin Pole 200mm × 4

Model DMP-9/20
Size 200mm × 4
Material Stainless

Prism Pole Tripod

Model PPS
Full extended 1,230mm
Full closed 760mm
Weight 1.45kg

Model PR-C
Size 80×22×3cm

Mini Prism Pole Tripod

Model MPPS2

for head (Prism)
Model SJ-M

for Body
Model SJ-F

Full extended 900mm
Full closed 620mm
Weight 1.55kg

DM Pin Pole 300mm × 5

Model DMP-9MINI
Size 300mm × 5
Material Stainless

Specifications

Prism constant
Prism size
Body size
Beam deviation
Suitable pole

0mm
1.5 inch（38ｍｍ）
81 × 73 × 53mm
2” - 3”
9mmφ

Standard Accessories

・Carrying case
・Corner adapter
・Lens cap
・Hexagonal wrench

Myzox Mini Prism has kept on evolving on each updates. 
Our previous model was most popular mini prism in Myzox.
M-1500 series take over the design and add the extra functions for more convenience to users.

M-1500MPM-1500MP

M-1500GPM-1500GP

Screw LockScrew Lock

Dual LockDual Lock

M-1500MP

M-1500GP

Screw Lock

Dual Lock

Knob & Circular LevelKnob & Circular LevelKnob & Circular Level

Wider Elevation AngleWider Elevation AngleWider Elevation Angle Name PrintingName PrintingName Printing

Maximum elevation angle gets 5 degree widerMaximum elevation angle gets 5 degree wider
than conventional products.than conventional products.
This change will bring a accurate surveyingThis change will bring a accurate surveying
at closer range.at closer range.

Maximum elevation angle is 38 degree.
It is 5 degree than conventional products.
This change will bring an accurate surveying
at closer range.

The soft patch on inside lock part which contactsThe soft patch on inside lock part which contacts
with the pole is more subject to become worn.with the pole is more subject to become worn.
To maintain more easily, we have changed toTo maintain more easily, we have changed to
the independent structure.  the independent structure.  

The soft patch on inside lock part which contacts
with the pole is more subject to become worn.
To maintain more easily, we have changed to
the independent structure.  

Maintenance PerformanceMaintenance PerformanceMaintenance Performance

The product with initial specificationsThe product with initial specifications
show our brand and model name.show our brand and model name.
Those signs are made of sticker, andThose signs are made of sticker, and
we can change to your favorite words. we can change to your favorite words. 

The product with initial specifications
show our brand and model name.
Those signs are made of sticker, and
we can change to your favorite words. 

To handle easily, we changed to the widthTo handle easily, we changed to the width
of a fixation knob with fine slits.of a fixation knob with fine slits.
The bottom color of circular level is changedThe bottom color of circular level is changed
to silver. Silver color help to increaseto silver. Silver color help to increase
the visibility.the visibility.

To handle easily, we changed to the width
of a fixation knob with fine slits.
The bottom color of circular level is changed
to silver. Silver color help to increase
the visibility.

Your Local Authorized Myzox Dealer is :
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